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What should i write while sending resume. What subject to write while sending resume. What to write when you send resume.
List of Keywords to Use in Job... Bulleted vs. Narrative Resumes Examples of Good Job Applications How to List Training Received on... How to Word Job Duties on a Resume What Are the Requirements to Keep... How to Write a Blue Collar Resume How Job Descriptions Are Used in... Characteristics to Describe Yourself... Differences Between
Qualifications... What In My Background Check Would... How to Deal With a Misdemeanor... What Is Job Placement? How to Briefly Describe Yourself... Shay Banks left her teaching career and entered into two non-related industries over the past 6 years. She shows others how to do it too.Words and phrases to avoid while writing your resumeShay
BanksYears ago, I went on a date with a guy who liked to wear women's blouses.I didn't know this about him as it was not on his dating profile anywhere. When we spoke on the phone the prior week, he never mentioned it.But there, in a hippie cafe in an artsy-fartsy side of town, he decided to greet me with the most unique greeting I've ever
received:"I know what you're thinking. 'Why is he wearing a woman's blouse?' Just so you know, I wear them because they fit me better."I stopped, frowned, and gave him a once over. His shirt didn't look like a woman's blouse at first glance. I mean, it was a simple shirt that could've easily been a collared men's shirt.But because he pointed it out, I
focused on it.It was on my mind during coffee and later while we ate our breakfast-for-lunch meals. As he told me about his high-powered engineering job, all I could ask myself was "Would I have known that was a woman's shirt had he not told me?"And so it is with resumes.Your resume is your first impression. It's your one chance to impress
someone or to make them run for the hills.There are a lot of blogs out there telling you how to write a perfect resume; however, there's not enough that tell you about the seemingly innocent mistakes that you are making.And that's what this article is about. Without further ado, let's get started, shall we?1. Vanilla WordsDid you know that vanilla ice
cream is the top-selling flavor of all ice creams?What's even more surprising is that chocolate ice cream was actually invented first. It's rumored that many people prefer vanilla to any other flavors because they use chocolate syrup as a topping.What's this got to do with resumes?According to Forbes, almost 70% of all resumes sent on job boards are
generic.Quite simply, that means, you're resume is boring, bland, and just like everyone else. It's vanilla.This is more than likely why so many resumes end up deleted faster than lightning can strike. Even vanilla ice cream lovers need a chocolate syrup topping in order to make it exciting.Your generic resume is no different.The best way I know how to
avoid being vanilla is to write your resume from a hiring manager's perspective. What are they looking for?If you do that and do it the right way, you will have a ton of job offers in no time.2. Pinocchio WordsPinocchio is a children's story of a wooden puppet who dreamed of becoming a real boy.But he had one problem—he lied. A lot.Every time he
lied, his nose grew longer and longer. It was written as a way to warn children to not be dishonest, however, because Pinocchio was so charming, the moral of that story never really made an impactThere are a lot of resumes out there with blatant lies written on them.People claiming to be managers when they weren't. People claiming to know
software they've never even seen, let alone used. People claiming they were employed by companies that never existed. I understand you want a higher position or more money, but there's a right way to do it. Lying or fibbing about it is definitely not the right way and can end up biting you in the butt later on.Moral of the story: Don't be
Pinocchio.When sending your resume, make sure you check your email address. Canva3. Bad Email WordsWant to have your resume thrown away faster than a speeding ticket? Use an inappropriate email address as a way for hiring managers to contact you.What's inappropriate?I say let commonsense be your rule of thumb. If you have to ask if it's
inappropriate, then it probably is. But just in case you're still not sure, here's a list of what email addresses should never be used on your resume.Anything overly sexual Anything even a little bit sexual Slang Anything with the number 420 in it Anything mentioning drugs or drug use (That means marijuana, too. I know it's legal, but your first
impression to employers should not be that you do any drugs, legal or otherwise) Anything demeaning, offensive, or discriminatory to others (including, but not limited to race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, nationality, and religion) Anything mentioning your prescription drugs (Prozac, Viagra, etc.) When it comes to your email address, keep it simple
and professional.When writing your resume, make sure you're not coming across aggressively. Fotolia4. Defensive and Aggressive WordsYour resume is your ticket to a potentially great job.One that pays well. One that offers great health insurance. One that offers a flexible work schedule.But you won't see the inside of a corporate office if your
resume is aggressive or defensive.What do I mean by aggressive?When talking about your prior employment history, you state that your manager was a dummy that barely knew his first name, let alone how to run a department. When describing your software skills, you put in parenthesis that your prior job didn't allow you to use these skills because
they were trying to hold you back from your greatness. Write your resume with objectivity. Look at your prior jobs as a stepping stone that will lead you to another wonderful opportunity. Doing anything other than that will lead to disaster.5. Filler Words That Don't Mean AnythingHave you ever met someone who just yaps and yaps about nothing?
Their mouth is moving a mile a minute and yet nothing substantial is coming out? How does it feel being around them?Irritating? Draining? Frustrating? Annoying?When your resume does the same thing, hiring managers get frustrated, annoyed, drained, and irritated as well.You don't want to be vanilla in your writing, but you also don't want to be
too wordy. You want to make sure that each word used on your resume is appropriate and essential to its cohesiveness.The best way to do this is simply by re-reading your resume several times out loud. By reading it out loud, you'll catch more mistakes than if you read silently.Get Writing! Resume writing is tough. Good resume writing is tougher.I
suggest you do not take it lightly if you want to land a better job in the near future. Spend some time writing and re-writing it. Take your time and really get good at seeing yourself objectively.If re-wording and re-working your resume is too much of a hassle for you, then you can scroll up to the Author's link above and contact me for help.This article
is accurate and true to the best of the author’s knowledge. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.© 2017 Shay Banks Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own. You're reading Entrepreneur
Middle East, an international franchise of Entrepreneur Media. Writing a resume is very different than writing a CV. A resume is usually used with individuals who have extensive work experience and diverse skillsets, rather than fresh graduates with no previous work experience. Here are a few tips to enhance your resume, and help you land that job
you always wanted. Shutterstock 1. Keep it short: Long paragraphs are not favored when it comes to resumes. Keep your resume short and to the point; use bullet-points to illustrate related education or work experience in each specific area, rather than a paragraph of writing.2. Market yourself Using positive action words throughout your resume
will reflect on your personality. Words like eager, punctual, accomplished, etc. will help you grab the employer's attention to your strong personality in an instant.3. Highlight your strengths (Even if you have to be repetitive.) Your objective statement in a resume should be a powerful one, something like a mini personal mission statement that
highlights your best qualities.4. Put everything in order After your objective statement, make sure you put your qualifications and accomplishments first. Many HR managers agree that order of importance is necessary and time-saving.5. Show them what you can do Don't focus on just what they want from you, show them what you have to offer.
Rather than tailoring your resume around your responsibilities, focus on what you've previously accomplished in other companies.6. Don't use jargon Big words are nice if you manage to use them correctly. Avoid jargon and words that your employer might not understand- in the end, you just want to get the message across fast and effectively.7. Keep
it up-to-date Regularly update your resume and customize it to each job you apply for by re-arranging experience according to new job responsibilities. Also, make sure you use a recent photo of yourself.8. Spell-check, always Yes! Many resumes have spelling mistakes that just prove to the employer that you weren't interested enough in the job to go
through the effort of spell-checking your own resume.9. Elaborate your education This section doesn't mean only school- in this part of your resume, any classes, online courses, programs, and organizations you've been involved in should be stated. That will add to your experience level.10. Showcase confidence That's all you need when you hand in
your resume. A well-written cover letter and a representable candidate will not be turned down.Related: Ten Tell-Tale Signs You're Stuck In A Career Rut I can't think of many tasks people dread more than writing a resume. There are so many little things you need to add, rephrase, check, double-check, triple-check. Post-pandemic, the job search is a
whole different ball game, with new considerations you haven’t faced before. A checklist makes everything seem less daunting so that’s what much of this article will be, and the best part is it’s recruiter-approved. Let’s dive in. 1. Include your contact information. This seems like a given, right? Not exactly. "You would be surprised to know how many
really good resumes I've come across with no contact information," says Ira Hughley, senior technical recruiter at HubSpot. Make sure your full name, email address, and location are included. Don't write out your full home address though, only a city and state. While your location may not be too relevant to the job itself, as more roles are remote
than ever before, employers still want to know your general location for tax and law purposes. This also means that you should probably remove references that are too local, as your resume will likely reach a broader audience than before. Lastly, make sure your email address is professional. While the time of MSN and AIM usernames are long gone,
many of us still use old addresses we created long before we were in the workforce. With this in mind, create a simple email with your first and last name. If it's already taken, consider adding your industry to your email. E.g.: martinabretous.writing@gmail.com 2. Tailor your resume to the role. One of the biggest mistakes job seekers make is using
the same resume for every role they apply for. Hughley recommends having multiple resume versions for each role category you're interested in. "Don't try to cram all of your experience into the resume," he says. "Sometimes you can talk to them during the interview." The same goes for keeping old roles that are no longer relevant. "Be 110% sure
that your work experience and interests match the job opportunity you are looking to get," says Hughley. "Too often, I see resumes with tons of experience in areas other than the one being applied for." Instead, note roles that highlight your experience and show why you are a good fit for the role. "What if I’m transitioning to a new industry and don’t
have much experience, what should I do? " In this case, build a functional resume that frames your past experience to match the job you’re seeking. Image Source For instance, say you’re transitioning to a developer role but only have experience in writing. Well, developer roles require problem-solving, critical thinking, time management, and a
willingness to learn. In this case, you can highlight the same skills in your writing role, like: Meeting deadlines – time management Brainstorming new article ideas – critical thinking Analyzing article performance and suggesting optimization strategies – problem-solving While you may not have the experience, you probably have transferable skills
that will help you excel in your new role. 3. Describe your experience in detail. When it comes to the experience section, there are the basics we all know to input: Previous companies, job titles, and responsibilities. There are two additional details you shouldn’t forget to add: The results you achieved and the awards you received. One issue Hughley
often sees with resumes is that they're too vague. "Highlight yourself! Sometimes, I see just a title and no highlights or takeaways from that role," he says. "This is the time to brag about what you have accomplished, even if it's just a couple of bullet points." HubSpot Recruiter Timothy Dixon-Traylor says we often leave out important details that could
help us stand out. "I believe the most important part of the resume is to show how you've made an impact in your current and previous roles," he said. "This can be done by quantifying your results and impacts, as best you can." Dixon-Traylor continues, "Most recruiters and hiring managers will be asking themselves, 'How can this person help elevate
the team and the organization?'Quantifying your contributions will be your first step showcasing how," he said. Did your work lead to higher revenue, conversions, traffic, etc? Make sure to mention that and add figures. Next, use action verbs. Instead of "worked on," write "led," "managed," "brainstormed." This adds specificity to your responsibilities
and helps employers better understand your previous roles. "Avoid short phrases such as "assist customers" or "make cold calls to prospects," Dixon-Traylor says. "What are you assisting these customers to do? How many customers are you working with a day? Do you have any KPIs or metrics that align with those activities? It goes back to my
previous point of quantifying your impact to show how valuable you are." Another thing to avoid? Fluff. Dixon-Traylor suggests asking yourself if your content is showcasing your abilities and the value you bring. If not, go back to the drawing board. 4. Summarize your experience in a "Key Skills" section. Your skills section is one of the most important
in your resume. Hiring managers and automated resume scanners look at this section to assess if you have the relevant skills. As such, do not put your skills section all the way at the bottom. Instead, put it toward the top of the resume above your experience section or to the side. Ideally, the hiring manager gets a sense of your skills and your
experience shows how you gained them. 5. Design your resume using a template that fits the tone of your industry. Every industry has an unofficial way of doing things when it comes to hiring. For instance, traditionally creative industries tend to allow (and in some cases promote) showing some personality in resumes. This can range from adding
your picture to your resume to using bright colors and illustrations. Be sure to follow the tone that’s most appropriate for your industry – no need to reinvent the wheel when the guide is already there. In addition, Dixton-Traylor suggests using a good balance of white space without crowding the page. "Use as much white space as possible, on one to
two pages that showcase the value you bring," he says. "Add the technologies, skills, systems, or programs that you have hands-on experience working with. This can range from technical tools, such as Tableau and HubSpot down to simple tools like POS systems, Microsoft Office, or Google Suite." Want more design tips? Jump to this section. 6.
Incorporate keywords from the job description. There are two reasons you want your resume to have the keywords from the job description: It will show hiring managers that your skills and experience closely align with the job req. You will ensure that your resume successfully passes through automated resume scanners, which look for keyword
matches. 7. Proofread for grammar, brevity, and specific action verbs. One thing you don’t want is an error in your resume. It can affect your credibility and make you look unprofessional. So, the first step is proofreading your resume. Once you complete it, leave it for a few hours or days then give it another look. Then, run it through grammar editing
software to make sure everything is correct. Here are some good options: Grammarly Hemingway Editor Microsoft Word 8. Convert your resume to a PDF file. Imagine you spend hours formatting your resume just for it all to get lost once someone else opens it. That’s what happens when you submit your resume using Word. Instead, convert your
final resume into a PDF file to preserve your formatting. This also ensures easy uploading on most hiring forms. How The Pandemic Impacted The Hiring Process When COVID-19 surfaced in early March of 2020, it created a lot of uncertainty in the market. Unemployment rates skyrocketed to 14.7%, as companies struggled with Now, two years later,
the outlook is more positive. "The talent pool has drastically expanded because most companies are remote, which means that talent is no longer limited by location," Hughley says. This is great news for job seekers who were once constrained to the job opportunities in their local areas. A job market that was advantageous for employers has now
switched to being favorable to job seekers. Employers have to offer better benefits with more flexibility to be competitive, everything from remote stipends to unlimited vacation days. "There is a shift now as well because many recruitment platforms have moved to online or virtual strategy," Hughley adds. "We have to find more creative ways to
connect to candidates to make for the best candidate experience." Lastly, Hughley says that the pandemic has made hiring managers more empathetic toward candidates. "When I think of [...] all that applicants have had to endure, I make a conscious effort to lead all hiring and conversations with empathy," he says. Dixon-Traylor adds the pandemic
has brought more humanity into the hiring process. "Pre-pandemic, I loved advocating for candidates who don’t have 'ideal' backgrounds - from job hoppers and folks who have gaps to folks who don’t have direct experience, but have impeccable transferable skills," he said. "Since the pandemic, I advocate even more those communities in the entire
hiring process." He continues to say that he looks at hiring as a long-term strategy, guiding hiring managers through their unconscious biases and helping them understand what should be required versus what can be coached. The Ultimate Checklist of Resume Tips Contact Information Tips Include your basic contact information – including your
name, email address, and phone number – at the top? Is your email address professional? (e.g. sara@gmail.com vs. saracutiebear@gmail.com) Is your email address associated with a familiar domain, like Gmail? Outdated domains can be a red flag for tech-savvy companies. Do your resume details align with your LinkedIn profile? Hiring managers
will likely review both. Have you included links to social media profiles, portfolios, and a personal website if relevant? Have you audited your social profiles to ensure no unprofessional content is available to the public? Have you customized any communication within your resume that addresses the company or hiring manager by name? Have you
granted the recipient the proper permissions to view it (or opened up permissions to everyone)? If you're sending your resume as a Google Doc. Featured Resource: 12 Free Resume Templates Download 12 free designed, formatted, and customizable resume templates here. Writing for Your Industry Tips Are you writing in a tone that matches that of
the company to which you're applying? For instance, while still writing professionally, you might use a different tone when applying to work at a new tech startup versus an established accounting firm. Have you customized your resume for the specific job to which you're applying? Highlight work experience and skills that are relevant to the position
– don't just write down every job you've ever held. Do you have a clear objective at the top of your resume that is company-focused, rather than you-focused? You don't need one, but you do need a "Key Skills" section that summarizes who you are and what you can offer the company. Have you included both accomplishments and responsibilities under
each job? Both should be easy to ascertain when scanning your resume. Have you used numbers and metrics where possible to better convey your success? For example: "Generated 150 marketing-qualified leads," "Increased Instagram followers by 25%," "Oversaw a $250K budget." Do you illustrate career progression? It should be clear if you were
promoted, gained additional responsibility, or switched jobs laterally to acquire more skills. What company details have you added? List not only the names of companies but a short description of what each company does. Have you included your tenure at each company? Have you included relevant information about your education? Does your
unique value proposition shine through? E.g., something that makes you stand out from other applicants, or highlights that you're uniquely qualified for the position. If relevant for the position, have you included links to a portfolio or samples of your work? Formatting and Design Tips Have you used a resume template so the layout of your resume is
visually appealing and easy to read? Get 10 free templates here. Is your resume too creative? (For instance, if you're applying for a creative position and have formatted your resume as an infographic ... is it really simple enough to read, or is it best to save that creativity for your portfolio? Have you selected a clear, easy-to-read font? Is your name
clearly stated at the top? It's a good idea to make your name slightly larger than all other text – employers read many resumes every week, and you need to be memorable. Have you made use of common formatting conventions that make content easier to read, such as bullet points and header text? Has your formatting remained consistent across all
positions? For example, if you've bolded job titles, are all job titles indeed bolded? Are your margins even? Are all items properly aligned? For example, if you've right-aligned dates, are they all lining up in tandem with one another? Are all links you've included clickable? Have you converted your resume to a format that allows all recipients to read it
as intended, without downloading specific fonts or needing special software? A PDF format is recommended. Editing Tips Have you included keywords in your resume? If you're submitting to an automated system, it might be critical to get past filters. Be sure your resume directly reflects some of the software and skills mentioned in the job
description. Have you edited it for brevity? Try to keep your resume to about one page per 10 years of job experience, if possible. Have you removed irrelevant job experiences? Is each section of your resume ranked in a way that highlights your skills and what you have to offer the employer? For instance, if you're a recent graduate with internships in
different fields, you might list your most relevant experience at the top, instead of ordering everything by date. Have you edited out generic action verbs in favor of more specific ones? For instance, "managed" instead of simply "worked." Have you made use of a thesaurus to prevent monotony? Have you found more professional alternatives to
unprofessional-sounding terms? "Tasked with," for example, can make you seem less proactive than someone who "coordinated" various projects regardless of who told them to. Are your special skills truly special? While speaking a foreign language is indeed noteworthy, these days, it might be redundant to mention that you're proficient in Microsoft
Word or capable of using email. Have you done a sweep for annoying jargon or business babble? Everything should be clearly articulated, so it's easy for the hiring manager to quickly understand what you do. Is everything 100% true? If you write that you're fluent in a foreign language on your resume, you should be prepared to speak that language
during your interview. Have you conducted spelling grammar checks? Finally, have you asked a friend who hasn't read your resume before to provide a final glance for errors, inconsistencies, or confusing phrasing? If you've checked the boxes of all the resume tips that apply to you, you should be ready to submit your application. Editor's Note: This
post was originally published in March 2018 and has been updated for comprehensiveness. Originally published Feb 7, 2022 7:00:00 AM, updated February 07 2022
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